
Skills/Workshop: 
OK – I got reviews back….
what hell do I do now?!?

Science publishing  is a process................



Jody’s do’s and don’ts #1
1. Did not panic! If a rejection - is there scope to argue with the editor to 

change their decision (Hawaii vs. Viper examples)?? Do not take it 
personally*

2. Read them and then take a few days……..it is never as bad as you 
think. Do not take it personally – right!! It is ok to be pissed off but let 
those feeling settle (use the anger!). 

3. Go back and read the again – but with three colored highlighters. Tier 
1 - “Easy fix”, Tier 2 -“Pain in the ass – but doable”, Tier 3 - “Potential 
“showstopper”. Now communicate to your co-authors – tell them you 
have plan and get them “chewing” on the Tier 3 issues.

4. Get stuck into the Tier 1, 2 and seek advice for Tier 3 (use your co-
authors! – be specific.).

5. Be systematic* and comprehensive* in your response, use clear and 
concise language. Do not be too informal, do not be emotive (reviewer 
#1 is an idiot!) – you are writing to the editor and NOT the reviewer.

6. Use the correct approach/formula for your response letter (Letter to 
editor, detailed response document) (Viper example)

https://www.dropbox.com/s/eg7d5tjbz295h62/EPSL_initiail_email_chain_argument.doc?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7d5kfqw8d4em5q9/Viper_Slide_rejection_2015.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ltr6vbrw8p0qtce/MARGO5875_R1_response_letter_revision_notes.docx?dl=0


Jody’s do’s and don’ts #2
4. Be strategic – put yourself in the mind of the editor – want does 

he/she want to see. Give them that* but also know when to fight/argue 
(see below below). 

5. Make it easy for the editor!!!! , go point by point and use line numbers 
to indicate where the revised MS you have made the changes. 

6. Responses - ignore/bite your tongue/suppress your ego. What is the 
path of least resistance? What is the end goal (to get it published!). 
“We agree with the review and have……”

7. However, sometimes you need to fight/argue to change something 
and/or defend some point so:

 Be clear and concise – don’t ramble. Point out clearly why they are wrong without 
being petty or like your feeling are hurt. Be dispassionete. 

 Support your argument with evidence, citations (ok to bring in studies not cited in 
the issues, or even present some additional data - to the editor – “look we tried this
but it did not show/support” etc

 Use the other reviews to strengthen your arguments – this is good one.

 Make clear to the editor that you have thought deeply about issue.

https://youtu.be/7hx4gdlfamo?list=RD7hx4gdlfamo&t=66


Jody’s do’s and don’ts #3
4. Fight/argue (continued):

 It is a bit like a legal game of cat and mouse – enjoy the arguments – this is what 
science is about. Defending and supporting your idea with evidence.

 Have your co-authors edit/check the response letter and document carefully (have 
you got the “tone” right, is it all clear, have you made it “easy” for the editor, have 
you dealt appropriately with all the Tier  2 and Tier 3 issues). 

 Remember the editors perspective………he/she is busy but wants to publish your 
paper but your response(s) need to reflect clearly that you respect the process and 
have taken it seriously.

5. Resubmit the revised MS, letter etc, but be prepared for a 2nd round of 
reviews (rare* but can happen).

6. Don’t give up!!!!!!!! Publishing is a painful “process” and it normally 
takes longer than gestation!!!!
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